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Abstract 

Many daily life tasks require sustained attention (e.g., studying) and are impacted by distractions 

that are irrelevant to the current task (e.g., friends talking). However, distraction paradigms 

typically fail to capture the continuous aspect of tasks, and commonly use distractors that are not 

actually irrelevant to current task goals. Hence, the aim of the present thesis was to provide a 

measure of distraction that better reflects daily life inattention. In Experiment 1, I tested my 

novel distraction task, referred to as the Continuous Classification Task, to determine whether 

previous findings of distraction replicate. Participants proceeded clockwise through a 12-item 

circular array making forced-choice responses as to whether the identity of each item was a letter 

or a digit. On thirty percent of the trials, a colorful cartoon character was presented in the center 

of the display. As predicted, there was significant distractor interference for the first response 

following distractor presentation. In Experiment 2, using an online version of the Continuous 

Classification Task, I tested its validity by correlating performance with scores on the Childhood 

and Current ADHD symptoms scales and the Cognitive Failures Questionnaire. As with 

Experiment 1, I found significant interference, however, here the interference was present for 

multiple items following distractor presentation. Furthermore, individuals who scored higher on 

measures of inattention also experienced greater distraction in my task supporting the external 

validity of the Continuous Classification Task. Finally, with Experiment 3, I examined the 

impact of perceptual load on distraction within my task. In a low-load condition, participants 

discriminated between visibly distinct items (i.e., c and o vs. i and l), whereas in a high-load 

condition, participants discriminated between visibly similar items (i.e., d and b vs. q and p). As 

with Experiment 2, I found distraction for multiple items following distractor presentation. 

However, inconsistent with Load Theory (Lavie & Tsal, 1994), increasing perceptual load 
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increased distraction, suggesting that perceptual load may impact distraction differently in the 

continuous tasks that are typical of daily life. Together, these findings support the use of my 

Continuous Classification Task for investigating inattention in daily life.  

 Keywords: attentional capture, irrelevant distraction, perceptual load  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Over the last several decades, attention research has provided us with rich insights into 

the circumstances in which individuals become distracted. In daily life, we are often distracted 

by stimuli in our environment that are entirely irrelevant to the task we are currently engaged. 

For instance, you may become distracted by a flashy billboard while driving or by a colleague 

walking by as you are writing a paper. This type of unintentional distraction is often frustrating 

and more importantly, can lead to diminished academic achievement (Rabiner, Murray, Schmid, 

& Malone, 2004) and increased car accidents (Arthur & Doverspike, 1992).  

Distraction is typically studied using paradigms that require participants to make a single 

speeded response to the presence of a specified target item that is occasionally presented with a 

non-target distractor item(s). These methods have consistently demonstrated the disruptive 

impact of distractors on task performance. Yet, as outlined next, our current understanding of 

irrelevant distraction is limited by two methodological drawbacks. First, the majority of 

paradigms used to assess attentional capture have used distractors that are in some way relevant 

to the task at hand. Second, attentional capture has rarely been studied in the context of 

continuous task performance. These limitations represent important obstacles to existing 

paradigms as they do not reflect the type of entirely irrelevant, spontaneous distraction common 

in daily life. 

Examining Attentional Capture 

 There has been substantial debate regarding the extent to which the allocation of attention 

is guided by bottom-up or top-down attentional mechanisms. Some have emphasized the role of 

top-down processes arguing that current task goals are used to implement an attentional set for 
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features consistent with task relevant items (Folk, Remington, & Johnston, 1992). Contrarily, 

others have emphasized the role of bottom-up processes claiming that some stimuli in the 

environment are salient enough to capture attention, regardless of the current task goals 

(Theeuwes, 1992, 1994).  

 There has been a variety of approaches examining attentional capture using distractor 

stimuli meant to be task irrelevant. However, these approaches may not actually use distractors 

that are truly task irrelevant. For example, one commonly used measure of distraction is the 

response competition task (Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974). Participants make forced-choice responses 

to a target item with distraction indexed by the increase in response times (RTs) when the target 

item is flanked by response-incongruent items. Since the target location remains consistent 

throughout the task, the target location is always known, and participants should have no motive 

to attend to the distractor location, rendering these locations task irrelevant (Forster, 2013). Yet, 

Forster has argued that the distractors used in this task are in fact relevant to the task goals. For 

instance, the target and the distractor represent the same type of stimuli (e.g., they are both 

letters), making these distractors relevant to the participant’s attentional set of task relevant 

information (Forster, 2013). Moreover, both the target and distractor have sudden onsets which 

again means that the sudden onset of the distractor is part of the participant’s attentional set for 

targets. Gibson and Kelsey (1998) have criticized other approaches to measuring distraction 

(Remington, Johnston, & Yantis, 1992; Theeuwes, 1991, 1992) again for using distractors that 

are not entirely task irrelevant—specifically, the distractors share visual features with the target 

stimuli and the distractors share an abrupt presentation onset.  

 The irrelevant distractor task (Forster & Lavie, 2008; Lavie & Forster, 2008) was 

designed to address the limitations of these previous attentional capture measures. In this task, 
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participants are instructed to respond to a target item (an X or an N) while a colorful cartoon 

character image appears above or below the display. Distraction is indexed by the increase in 

RTs when these irrelevant distractors are presented in the periphery. Importantly, the distractor 

stimuli are not visually similar to the target stimuli, and they only appear in task irrelevant 

peripheral locations. The advantage of this task then is that it reduces the extent to which the 

distractor falls within the participant’s attentional set. While the distractor in this task is 

unrelated and in a different location, it still shares onsets with the target, meaning that the 

distractor falls within the individual’s attentional set of task relevant information. 

 To further reduce the likelihood that a distractor is relevant to the attentional set, Forster 

and Lavie (2011) examined attentional capture during a continuous target identification task in 

which the attentional set for target stimuli did not include abrupt onsets. Participants were 

instructed to sequentially classify an array of items via keypress responses indicating whether 

each item was a letter or a digit. On some trials, a colorful cartoon character image was presented 

in the periphery. The presentation of an entirely irrelevant distractor resulted in an increase in 

RTs for two or three responses following distractor presentation, providing strong evidence for 

capture by irrelevant distractors. To my knowledge, this is the first study that uses distractors that 

are entirely task irrelevant—in terms of stimulus properties, location and onset. Moreover, this 

paradigm provides a continuous measure of distraction which better reflects the reality that most 

daily life tasks are continuous, sustained events that span longer durations with irrelevant 

distractions appearing periodically. 

Daily Life Distraction and Distraction in the Lab 

 Numerous studies have demonstrated that distraction significantly impacts daily life, 

including reduced efficiency in the workplace (Wallace & Vodanovich, 2003) and increased 
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likelihood of car accidents (Arthur & Doverspike, 1992; Larson & Merritt, 1991). Furthermore, 

those with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) are at greater risk for attention 

failures and the consequences associated with these failures. ADHD is characterized as a 

neurodevelopmental psychiatric disorder involving two main symptom categories of inattention 

and hyperactive-impulsivity (American Psychiatric Association, 2013), with the inattentive 

aspect known to persist into adulthood (Wilens, Faraone, Biederman, & Gunawardene, 2003). 

Despite the significant consequences of distraction, task-based measures have failed to 

consistently predict attention failures. Specifically, numerous studies have demonstrated that the 

response competition task (Chan et al., 2009; Forster, Robertson, Jennings, Asherson, & Lavie, 

2014; Huang-Pollock, Nigg, & Carr, 2005), and variations of this task (Broadbent, Broadbent, & 

Jones, 1986; Kane, Hasher, Stoltzfus, Zacks, & Connelly, 1994), are not sensitive measures of 

ADHD symptomatology. One reason why these laboratory distraction tasks may not correlate 

with daily life distraction is because they do not reflect the irrelevant, continuous distraction that 

is common in daily life. 

 It has been proposed that there may be an underlying ‘Attention-Distractibility trait’, 

similar to the inattentive aspect of ADHD, that bestows greater susceptibility to distraction in the 

general population (Forster & Lavie, 2016). In a series of experiments, Forster and Lavie (2016) 

sought to examine whether symptoms of ADHD (measured using the Childhood ADHD 

symptoms scale self-report form) in a healthy adult sample correlate with the magnitude of 

distractor interference found in the irrelevant distractor task. In contrast to the failure to find a 

correlation between ADHD symptoms and performance on the response competition task 

(Forster et al., 2014), ADHD symptoms significantly predicted distractor interference on the 
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irrelevant distractor task. Together, these findings suggest that the irrelevant distractor task has 

greater external validity for the type of distraction common in daily life.  

Though the foregoing is encouraging, the irrelevant distractor task still has two 

noteworthy limitations. First, the targets and distractors appear simultaneously as sudden onsets 

making the distractors part of the attentional set and not entirely task irrelevant. Second, the task 

is not continuous, limiting its external validity. While these limitations have been addressed by 

Forster and Lavie (2011), the relationship between reported inattention and distraction with 

entirely irrelevant distractors using a continuous task has not been examined.  

Perceptual Load Effects on Distraction 

 Attention has been extensively described as a limited-capacity cognitive resource (Eltiti, 

Wallace, & Fox, 2005). Early selection theories of attentional selection state that objects in the 

environment will not be recognized unless they receive attention (e.g., Broadbent, 1958; Neisser, 

1967; Treisman, 1969). Rather, only the basic physical features, such as spatial location and 

color, are initially processed (e.g., Broadbent, 1958; Treisman & Gormican, 1988). Late 

selection theories suggest that selection occurs later in the information processing stream (e.g., 

Duncan, 1980; Tipper, 1985) in which there is an initial, involuntary, parallel semantic 

processing of all stimuli (Benoni & Tsal, 2013). Yet, Kahneman and Treisman (1984) suggested 

that there was a rudimentary difference in the way in which evidence for these theories was 

accrued. That is, early selection theories were supported by paradigms using high display set 

sizes whereas late selection theories were supported by studies using small display set sizes 

(Benoni & Tsal, 2013; Eltiti et al., 2005). Lavie and Tsal (1994) resolved this debate by 

combining elements of both theories to create a hybrid model of attentional selection, resulting in 

the establishment of the well-known perceptual Load Theory. 
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 It is well established that perceptual load is able to modulate interference from distractors 

(Mevorach, Tsal, & Humphreys, 2014). According to Load Theory, when task relevant stimuli 

do not demand all of the available attentional capacity, task irrelevant stimuli will automatically 

capture the remaining capacity, resulting in their processing (Lavie, 1995; Lavie, 2005). Load 

Theory has been tested in a variety of behavioural experiments assessing the effect of perceptual 

load manipulations on distractor processing. For example, a number of studies have examined 

the role of perceptual load on distractor interference using variations of the response competition 

paradigm (Forster & Lavie, 2007; Lavie, 1995; Lavie, 2005; Lavie & Cox, 1997). Participants 

are instructed to identify a target letter (i.e., X or N) embedded with other non-target letters while 

simultaneously ignoring a peripheral distractor letter. Typically, perceptual load is manipulated 

by varying the number of non-target letters that are similar to the target. For example, in the low-

load condition, the non-target letters are typically all O’s whereas in the high-load condition, the 

non-target letters are different heterogenous letters. Robust findings of decreased interference by 

relevant distractors with increasing perceptual load have been obtained (Cartwright-Finch & 

Lavie, 2007; Lavie & Cox, 1997; Lavie & Fox, 2000). 

 The irrelevant distractor task has also been used to investigate the impact of perceptual 

load on irrelevant distraction. The results of one study (Lavie & Forster, 2008) suggested that the 

interference from irrelevant distractors can be eliminated with high perceptual load. However, as 

noted above, the simultaneous presentation of targets and distractors means that the distractors 

were not entirely task irrelevant. To date then, the role of perceptual load has not been 

investigated in a distraction task with entirely irrelevant distractors and has not been investigated 

within the context of a continuous performance task. It is important to examine the role of 
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perceptual load on distraction in these types of tasks because these paradigms better reflect the 

type of entirely irrelevant distraction that is common in daily life.  

The Current Research 

The proposed thesis aims to address these limitations with the goal of providing a novel 

measure of attentional capture that better reflects daily life inattention. To do so, I implemented a 

new methodology based on a paradigm designed by Forster and Lavie (2011). I refer to this task 

as the Continuous Classification Task. A methodological limitation of Forster and Lavie’s 

paradigm is that the distractors appeared at varying distances from each of the array items. 

Consequently, the presentation of the distractors may have differentially impacted responses to 

items depending on their relative distance to the distracting image. I addressed this limitation by 

utilizing a circular array rather than a square matrix. Specifically, participants worked through a 

12-item circular display (see Figure 1 for an example stimulus display), making consecutive 

forced-choice responses as to whether the identity of an item was a letter or a digit. On thirty 

percent of the trials, a distracting colorful cartoon character image was presented in the center of 

the circular array. Participants were instructed to respond as quickly and accurately as possible to 

the identity of the items until they had responded to the last item in the array. Thus, the purpose 

of Experiment 1 was to determine whether previous findings of distractor interference by entirely 

irrelevant distractors could be replicated with this Continuous Classification Task. I hypothesized 

that the distracting colorful cartoon character images would produce a typical distractor 

interference effect, reflected by an increase in RTs to items immediately following distractor 

presentation. In Chapter 2, I present the methodology and results of Experiment 1. 
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Figure 1 

Experiments 1 and 2 Stimulus Displays for the Continuous Classification Task 

Note. Example stimulus displays for Experiments 1 and 2. 1a: Stimulus display with distractor 

absent. 1b: Stimulus display with distractor present. 

The goal of Experiment 2 was to validate my paradigm by determining whether 

distraction on the Continuous Classification Task correlated with self-reported daily life 

inattention. To do so, participants performed the same task as the one presented in Experiment 1 

and then completed three self-report questionnaires that allowed me to quantify propensity to 

becoming distracted in daily life. I hypothesized that individuals who scored higher on measures 

of daily life inattention would also experience greater distractor interference compared to those 

who scored lower on these measures. In Chapter 3, I present the methodology and results of 

Experiment 2.  

Finally, to further validate the use of this paradigm, I investigated whether a perceptual 

load manipulation would impact the degree to which individuals become distracted in this 

continuous task. In this experiment, the same circular array was utilized; however, rather than 

discriminating between letters and digits, participants discriminated between visibly distinct 

items (low-load condition) and visibly similar items (high-load condition) (see Figure 2 for an 

example stimulus display). Thus, the purpose of Experiment 3 was to investigate the impact of 
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perceptual load on the magnitude and duration of distractor interference. In line with Load 

Theory, I predicted that distractor interference would decrease with increased perceptual load. In 

Chapter 4, I present the methodology and results of Experiment 3. 

Figure 2 

Experiment 3 Stimulus Displays for the Perceptual Load Manipulation within the Continuous 

Classification Task 

a          b 

c           d 

Note. Example stimulus displays for Experiment 3. 2a: Stimulus display for a low-load trial with 

distractor absent. 2b: Stimulus display for a low-load trial with distractor present. 2c: Stimulus 

display for a high-load trial with distractor absent. 2d: Stimulus display for a high-load trial with 

distractor present. 
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In summary, these three experiments have the goal of developing a valid measure of 

distraction that is typical of daily life inattention with the added advantage that the Continuous 

Classification Task allows us to track the temporal dynamics of distraction by investigating the 

magnitude and duration of distraction.  

Chapter 2 

Experiment 1 

 The purpose of Experiment 1 was to determine whether my novel Continuous 

Classification Task could replicate previous findings of distractor interference by task irrelevant 

stimuli, and to further determine both the magnitude and duration of distractor interference in 

this task. 

Method 

Participants 

 Twenty-seven university students were recruited from the Queen’s University participant 

pool to participate in Experiment 1. Data for six participants was lost due to a programming 

error. Thus, twenty-one participants were included in the final sample. The mean age of 

participants was 19.48 (SD = .87). Eighteen females and three males were included in the 

sample. All individuals reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All participants received 

course credit in compensation for their participation.  

Materials 

Stimuli were presented on a PC with a 17-inch colour monitor. The experiment was 

programmed and run using MATLAB 2019b software for Windows 10. Each of the twelve 

circular array items were equally likely to be a digit or a letter (chosen at random from 1 to 9 or 

X, R, T, J, L, P, N, F, B), with the restriction that no more than two letters or digits could appear 
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consecutively. The array items were presented in white on a black background. All digits and 

letters were presented in Arial size 32 upper-case font. The twelve items were equally spaced 

around an imaginary circle with a radius of 6.96 degrees. Distractor stimuli consisted of 5.28º by 

5.28º colourful cartoon character images (chosen from Spiderman, Superman, Spongebob, 

Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, and Pikachu) presented in the center of the circular array (see 

Appendix A for a list of distractor images). Participants completed one practice block of 20 trials 

and seven experimental blocks of 20 trials each. Distractor images appeared on thirty percent of 

trials within a block (6 of 20 trials), appeared equally often after responses to items in array 

positions four, six, or eight, and remained on screen until the end of the trial. Distractors were 

not presented on the first trial within a block. Each of the six distractor images was presented 

once throughout a block. 

Procedure  

 Following informed consent, participants were given a set of instructions describing the 

task to be completed. Next, a practice block consisting of 20 trials was administered, followed by 

seven experimental blocks. Each block consisted of 20 trials and began at a new location within 

the array (i.e., at 12 o’clock, 3 o’clock, 6 o’clock, or 9 o’clock). This starting location was 

always indexed by a small white circle (.77º radius) surrounding the first item. At the beginning 

of each trial, the small circle appeared at the trial’s starting position, and participants were 

instructed to press the spacebar when they were ready to begin the trial. Once the letters and 

digits appeared, participants were directed to begin by responding to the identity of the item 

indexed by the small circle and to continue responding to each item in the clockwise direction. 

They were instructed to press the ‘X’ key if the item was a letter and the ‘N’ key if the item was 

a digit as quickly and accurately as possible. They were told to respond only once to the identity 
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of the item and to move on to the next item if they believed a mistake was made. Once they had 

responded to the identity of the last item, a blank screen with the index circle reappeared. 

Participants were instructed to press the spacebar when they were ready to begin the next trial. 

Finally, participants were told that on some trials, an image would appear but to continue 

responding as quickly and accurately as possible to the identity of the items. A typical trial 

progression for Experiment 1 is depicted in Figure 3. 

Figure 3 

Experiment 1 Trial Progression 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note. Participants were instructed to press the spacebar when the index circle appeared and when 

they were ready to begin the trial. Upon the appearance of the stimulus display, participants 

began responding to the identity of the item indexed by the small circle and continued to respond 

in the clockwise direction until they had responded to the last item in the array (i.e., the 12th 
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response). On distractor-present trials, a distracting colorful cartoon character was presented 

after responses to items in positions four, six, or eight. Participants were instructed to continue 

responding quickly and accurately to the identity of the remaining items. 

Results  

To investigate distractor interference, RTs and response accuracies were compared 

between distractor-absent and distractor-present trials. The relative position of each response 

relative to distractor presentation was defined as the response lag. For instance, lag 1 refers to 

RTs and response accuracies of the first response following distractor presentation, and lag 2 

refers to RTs and response accuracies of the second response following distractor presentation. 

To allow for direct comparison between distractor-present and distractor-absent conditions, the 

RTs and response accuracies in the distractor-present trials at each lag were compared with the 

RTs and response accuracies for the equivalent range of array positions in the distractor-absent 

trials. Specifically, the same procedure utilized in the distractor-present condition for randomly 

generating distractor presentation positions was used for the distractor-absent condition 

(although a distractor was never presented). 

Distractor Interference 

Response Times  

Response times over 2,000 ms were excluded from analyses. Trials with less than 10 

correct responses were also excluded. This resulted in the removal of 4% of the trials. 

Descriptive statistics are presented in Table 1. A 2x9 repeated measures ANOVA with the 

factors distractor presence (absent vs. present) and lag (0-8) was conducted to investigate the 

impact of distractor presence and lag on mean RTs (ms). The interaction was not significant, 

F(5.16, 103.12) = 1.37 p = .239, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .064. However, there was a significant main effect of 
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distractor presence, F(1, 20) = 13.69, p = .001, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .406. RTs were slower in distractor-present 

trials (M = 413, SD = 88) compared to distractor-absent trials (M = 399, SD = 74). Although not 

relevant to the hypothesis, there was a significant main effect of lag, F(4.98, 99.63) = 31.19, p < 

.001, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .609, largely reflecting a decrease in RT at the last lag. Critical to the hypothesis, 

pre-planned contrasts were conducted to examine distractor interference (i.e., RT difference 

between distractor-present and distractor-absent conditions) for each lag. Significant interference 

was found at lag 1 (M = 44 ms, t(20) = 3.12, p = .005, d = .68), but not at any other lag (all ps > 

.1) (see Figure 4).   

Table 1 

Mean Response Time and Mean Accuracy in Distractor-Absent and Distractor-Present 

Conditions for each Lag in Experiment 1 

 Lag 

 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Distractor-

Absent 

RTs (ms) 

 

Accuracy 

(%) 

406 (16) 

98 (.38) 

412 (16) 

98 (.47) 

419 (16) 

98 (.57) 

420 (16) 

97 (.51) 

426 (19) 

97 (.53) 

417 (16) 

98 (.66) 

372 (13) 

97 (.54) 

401 (21) 

98 (.66) 

319 (13) 

96 (.83) 

Distractor-

Present 

RTs (ms) 

 

Accuracy  

(%) 

414 (20) 

98 (.65) 

456 (25) 

97 (.71) 

437 (19) 

97 (.69) 

435 (16) 

96 (1.04) 

414 (14) 

96 (.80) 

426 (18) 

96 (.74) 

390 (20) 

97 (1.02) 

418 (23) 

96 (1.64) 

329 (18) 

96 (1.14) 

Note. Mean response times (RTs) and mean accuracy for distractor-absent and distractor-present 

conditions for each lag (Standard errors are in parentheses). 
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Figure 4 

Response Time Interference as a Function of Lag in Experiment 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note. Lag 0 represents the response to the item immediately preceding distractor presentation. 

Lag 1 represents the first response following the presentation of the distractor, lag 2 represents 

the second response following the presentation of the distractor, and so on. Interference at lag 1 

is significantly greater than 0. Interference did not reach significance at subsequent lags. Error 

bars show standard error of the means. 

Response Accuracies 

 RTs over 2,000 ms were excluded from analyses. Descriptive statistics are presented in 

Table 1. A 2x9 repeated measures ANOVA with the factors distractor presence (absent vs. 

present) and lag (0-8) was conducted to investigate the impact of distractor presence and lag on 

mean response accuracy (i.e., percent correct). The interaction was not significant, F(3.99, 79.83) 
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= .60, p = .662, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .029. Furthermore, there was no main effect of distractor presence, F(1, 

20) = 3.53, p = .075, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .150. Although not relevant to the hypothesis, there was a significant 

main effect of lag, F(3.52, 70.42) = 2.97, p = .004, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .129, which reflected a small decrease 

in accuracy with increasing lags. 

Discussion 

 For Experiment 1, I developed the Continuous Classification Task to determine whether 

entirely irrelevant distractors presented for a long duration would produce distraction for 

multiple responses in a continuous performance task. Experiment 1 demonstrated response time 

interference from entirely irrelevant distractors for the first response following distractor 

presentation. This finding demonstrates that distractors that are entirely unrelated to the target 

stimuli such that they do not share any feature properties (i.e., they were not letters or digits) or 

dynamic properties (i.e., the onset of the distractor stimulus did not occur simultaneously with 

the onset of the target stimuli) can still produce significant distraction, albeit for just a single 

response.   

The present experiment addressed important limitations of the first and only study to 

investigate distraction under conditions that render the distractors entirely irrelevant to the 

participant’s attentional set of task relevant information (Forster & Lavie, 2011). First, the 

distractors in my task appeared at the same distance from each target item. Consequently, 

responses to all items in the display should have been impacted by the presentation of the 

distractor to the same degree. Second, the distractors in this task remained on screen until the end 

of the trial. This was important for two reasons. First, existing attentional capture paradigms 

have routinely presented distractor stimuli for brief durations. Consequently, this limits the 

external validity of these tasks as they do not reflect daily life distraction in which distractors are 
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present in the environment for longer durations. Second, this allowed me to investigate whether 

irrelevant distractors are capable of capturing attention for longer durations than have been 

previously demonstrated (Forster & Lavie, 2008, 2011; Lavie & Forster, 2008).  

Although I did not obtain evidence of distractor interference beyond the first response 

following onset of the distractors, two methodological limitations may have contributed to this 

result. First, the sample size was relatively small which resulted in noisy estimates of response 

time at each lag. Second, the distractors were only presented after responses to items in positions 

four, six, or eight, which may have limited my ability to detect significant interference at later 

lags. Therefore, in Experiment 2, I addressed these limitations by collecting a larger sample and 

by presenting the distractors after responses to items in array positions three through eight.  

Chapter 3 

Experiment 2 

 The purpose of Experiment 2 was to determine first whether I could replicate the 

distraction results of Experiment 1, second to test whether a larger sample size would reveal 

distraction effects for multiple lags, and third to determine whether distraction in the Continuous 

Classification Task correlates with reported daily life inattention. Furthermore, because I 

developed an online version of the Continuous Classification Task for this experiment, it allows 

for a comparison of distraction between an online task (Experiment 2) and one implemented in a 

more controlled, laboratory setting (Experiment 1), albeit with some minor differences described 

in the method. Following completion of the Continuous Classification Task, participants 

completed three questionnaires assessing inattention in daily life: the Childhood and Current 

ADHD symptoms scale self-report forms (Barkley & Murphy, 1998) and the Cognitive Failures 

Questionnaire (CFQ) (Broadbent, Cooper, FitzGerald, & Parkes, 1982). 
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 Since ADHD diagnoses are typically made during childhood, and adult ADHD diagnoses 

commonly require the presence of symptoms during childhood (Forster & Lavie, 2016), I 

administered the childhood version of the ADHD symptoms scale self-report form. I also 

administered the current version of the scale to investigate whether reports of recent ADHD 

symptomatology better correlate with distraction as measured by the Continuous Classification 

Task. Furthermore, because ADHD can be split into two main symptom categories (i.e., 

inattentive and hyperactive-impulsive subtypes), I examined whether either of these subtypes 

independently correlate with distraction in my task.  

Previous studies investigating the relationship between laboratory distraction and daily 

life inattention have typically used the CFQ to quantify distractibility (e.g., Forster & Lavie, 

2007). The CFQ was designed to measure susceptibility to errors in everyday tasks. Accordingly, 

the sum of all items could be used as a measure of general susceptibility to cognitive failures. 

Using a confirmatory factor analysis, one study demonstrated that the questionnaire can be split 

into three distinct factors: distractibility, forgetfulness, and false triggering (Rast, Zimprich, Van 

Boxtel, & Jolles, 2009). Thus, similar to the two ADHD subtypes, I sought to examine how these 

three dimensions of the CFQ independently correlate with distraction in my task. 

In general, I hypothesized that individuals who scored higher on measures of daily life 

inattention would experience greater distractor interference. More specifically, I predicted that 

distractor interference would correlate with overall scores on each of the three scales (Childhood 

ADHD, Current ADHD, CFQ). Furthermore, because the current ADHD scale is measuring 

ADHD tendencies within the last six months, the correlation should be stronger for the Current 

ADHD scale than for the Childhood ADHD scale. When considering the subscales, I predicted 

that the correlations should be strongest for the two inattention subscales from the ADHD scales, 
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and the distractibility subscale from the CFQ as they more directly assess daily life distraction 

than the two hyperactivity subscales from the ADHD scales and the forgetfulness and false 

triggering subscales from the CFQ. As with the overall scores, I predicted that the correlation 

would be stronger for the inattention subscale of the Current ADHD scale than for the Childhood 

ADHD scale. 

Method 

Participants 

 A unique group of forty-nine university students were recruited from the Queen’s 

University participant pool to participate in Experiment 2. One participant was removed from 

data analyses due to poor task performance (overall accuracy < 60%). The mean age of 

participants was 25.00 (SD = 8.49). Forty females and eight males were included in the final 

sample. All individuals reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All participants received 

course credit in compensation for their participation. 

Materials 

This experiment was programmed and run using Psychopy3 software. Task stimuli 

remained identical to the stimuli employed in Experiment 1 (see Figure 1) with one exception; in 

Experiment 2, each distractor image could appear after responses to items in array positions three 

through eight, rather than only after responses to items in array positions four, six or eight. 

Therefore, there were six possible positions in which the distractors could appear. Each of these 

six array positions were utilized once in each block. Questionnaires were administered at the end 

of the task using Qualtrics Survey Software. 

Childhood and Current ADHD Symptoms Scale Self-Report Forms. The Childhood ADHD 

symptoms scale self-report form includes 18 questions rated on a 4-point Likert scale (0 = 
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Never/Rarely to 3 = Very Often). The Current ADHD symptoms scale includes the same 

questions and scale as the childhood version; however, the questions specifically relate to 

experiences within the past six months (whereas the childhood version relates to ages 5 through 

12). Some example items are “Failed to give close attention to details or made careless mistakes 

in my work” and “Difficulty sustaining my attention in tasks or fun activities” (see Appendices B 

and C for all items included in the childhood and current versions, respectively).  

Both the Childhood and Current ADHD symptoms scales can be split into subscales to 

specifically estimate the presence of symptoms underlying the inattentive and hyperactive-

impulsive subtypes of ADHD. Nine items on both scales relate to the inattentive aspect of 

ADHD. These items were summed to obtain a childhood and current inattentive score for each 

participant. Similarly, the remaining nine items examine the hyperactive-impulsive aspect of 

ADHD. These items were also summed to obtain a childhood and current hyperactivity score for 

each participant (see Appendices B and C for which items relate to the inattentive and 

hyperactive-impulsive subtypes of the ADHD scales).  

Cognitive Failures Questionnaire. The CFQ, an established measure of distractibility in daily 

life, includes 25 questions rated on a 5-point Likert scale (0 = Never to 4 = Very Often). Items 

were summed to create a total score for each participant. Some example items are “Do you read 

something and find you haven’t been thinking about it and must read it again?” and “Do you 

find you forget why you went from one part of the house to the other?” (see Appendix D for all 

items included in the questionnaire). 

 The CFQ can be split into scores representing three distractibility dimensions (Rast et al., 

2009): eight items relate to the distractibility dimension described as “mainly in social situations 

or interactions with other people such as being absentminded or easily disturbed in one’s 
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focused attention”; eight items relate to the forgetfulness dimension which can be described as 

“a tendency to let go from one’s mind something known or planned, for example, names, 

intentions, appointments, and words”; and eight items relate to the false triggering dimension of 

the scale described as “interrupted processing of sequences of cognitive and motor actions” 

(Rast et al., 2009) (see Appendix D for items relating to the three dimensions of the CFQ). The 

items making up each dimension were summed to obtain three subscale scores for each 

participant. 

Procedure 

 Instructions were similar to those provided in Experiment 1. The instructions were given 

via Zoom Video Communications as the task was completed remotely on participants' 

computers. Following instructions, a practice block consisting of five trials was administered, 

followed by seven experimental blocks. Each block consisted of 20 trials and unlike Experiment 

1, each began at the same location within the array (12 o’clock). This location was always 

indexed by a small white circle. Once the letters and digits appeared, participants were instructed 

to begin responding to the identity of the item indexed by the small circle and to continue 

responding in the clockwise direction. As in Experiment 1, they were instructed to press the ‘X’ 

key if the item was a letter and the ‘N’ key if the item was a number. Once they had responded to 

the identity of the last item, a blank screen appeared for 500 ms (whereas in Experiment 1, a 

screen with the index circle appeared) before the next stimulus display appeared. They were 

instructed to begin responding to the first item when they were ready to begin that trial. The 

remaining instructions were identical to those given in Experiment 1. A typical trial progression 

is depicted in Figure 5. At the end of the task, participants were provided a link for the online 

completion of the three questionnaires. 
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Figure 5 

Experiment 2 Trial Progression 

Note. Participants were instructed to begin responding to the item indexed by the small circle 

when the circular array appeared and when they were ready to begin that trial. They were 

instructed to respond in the clockwise direction until they had responded to the last item in the 

array (i.e., the 12th response). On distractor-present trials, a distracting colorful cartoon character 

was presented after responses to items in positions three through eight. Participants were 

instructed to continue responding to the identity of the remaining items. 
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Results  

Distractor Interference 

Response Times 

 RTs over 2,000 ms were excluded from analyses. Trials with less than 10 correct 

responses were also excluded. This resulted in the removal of 8% of the trials. Descriptive 

statistics are presented in Table 2. A 2x9 repeated measures ANOVA with the factors distractor 

presence (absent vs. present) and lag (0-8) was conducted to investigate the impact of distractor 

presence and lag on participants’ mean RTs (ms). There was a significant main effect of 

distractor presence such that RTs were slower in distractor-present trials (M = 478, SD = 94) 

compared to distractor-absent trials (M = 461, SD = 88), F(1, 47) = 30.78, p < .001, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .396. 

Not relevant to the hypothesis, there was a significant main effect of lag, F(4.88, 229.29) = 

74.31, p < .001, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .613, indicating that responding got faster with later lags. Finally, and of 

relevance to the hypothesis, there was a significant distractor presence x lag interaction, F(8, 

376) = 4.12, p < .001, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .081. Pre-planned contrasts showed that there was significant 

interference at lag 1 (M = 42 ms, t(47) = 5.28, p < .001, d = .76); lag 2 (M = 47 ms, t(47) = 6.84, 

p < .001, d = .99); lag 3 (M = 18 ms, t(47) = 2.48, p = .017, d = .36); and lag 4 (M = 12 ms, t(47) 

= 2.12, p = .039, d = .31), but not at any later lags (all ps > .1) (see Figure 6). These results 

replicate the finding related to distraction observed in Experiment 1, but further provide evidence 

for attentional capture of a longer duration by entirely irrelevant distractors.  
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Table 2 

Mean Response Time and Mean Accuracy in Distractor-Absent and Distractor-Present 

Conditions for each Lag in Experiment 2 

 Lag 

 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Distractor-

Absent 

RTs (ms) 

 

Accuracy 

(%) 

491 (14) 

95 (.80) 

490 (14) 

95 (.77) 

492 (14) 

95 (.77) 

487 (12) 

94 (.85) 

464 (13) 

93 (.94) 

450 (12) 

93 (.83) 

445 (12) 

93 (.93) 

426 (12) 

92 (.97) 

401 (12) 

91 (1.12) 

Distractor-

Present 

RTs (ms) 

 

Accuracy  

(%) 

492 (15) 

95 (.95) 

532 (16) 

95 (.93) 

539 (15) 

93 (1.12) 

505 (13) 

94 (1.01) 

476 (13) 

93 (1.07) 

458 (13) 

93 (1.21) 

461 (15) 

93 (1.00) 

437 (11) 

94 (1.14) 

400 (12) 

93 (1.17) 

Note. Mean response times (RTs) and mean accuracy for distractor-absent and distractor-present 

conditions for each lag (Standard errors are in parentheses). 

Figure 6 

Response Time Interference as a Function of Lag in Experiment 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note. Interference at lags 1, 2, 3, and 4 was significantly greater than 0. Interference at later lags 

did not reach significance. Error bars show standard error of the means. 
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Response Accuracies 

 Response Times over 2,000 ms were excluded from analyses. Descriptive statistics are 

presented in Table 2. A 2x9 repeated measures ANOVA with the factors distractor presence 

(absent vs. present) and lag (0-8) was conducted to investigate the impact of distractor presence 

and lag on participants’ mean response accuracy. The interaction between distractor presence 

and lag was not significant, F(3.77, 177.30) = 1.95, p = .108, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .040. Furthermore, there was 

no main effect of distractor presence, F(1, 47) = .17, p = .680, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .004. Not relevant to the 

hypothesis, there was a significant main effect of lag, F(3.71, 174.49) = 7.46, p < .001, 𝜂𝑝
2 = 

.137, showing a small decrease in accuracy with increasing lag.  

Distractor Interference and Daily Life Inattention 

Quantifying Daily Life Inattention 

 Scores on the Childhood ADHD symptoms scale self-report form ranged from 0 to 48 (M 

= 15.67, SD = 11.11), with higher scores indicating greater childhood ADHD symptoms. 

Inattention scores on the Childhood ADHD symptoms scale ranged from 0 to 22 (M = 6.71, SD = 

5.40), with higher scores indicating greater inattention during childhood. Finally, hyperactivity 

scores ranged from 0 to 27 (M = 8.96, SD = 6.32), with higher scores indicating greater 

hyperactivity during childhood.  

Scores on the Current ADHD symptoms scale self-report form ranged from 1 to 44 (M = 

15.38, SD = 9.97), with higher scores indicating greater current ADHD symptoms. Inattention 

scores on the Current ADHD symptoms scale ranged from 0 to 21 (M = 7.10, SD = 4.73), with 

higher scores indicating greater current inattention. Finally, hyperactivity scores ranged from 0 to 

27 (M = 8.27, SD = 5.76), with higher scores indicating greater current hyperactivity. 
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Scores on the CFQ ranged from 12 to 90 (M = 44.69, SD = 18.55), with higher scores 

indicating greater daily life cognitive failures. Distractibility scores ranged from 3 to 32 (M = 

15.52, SD = 6.37), with higher scores indicating greater daily life distractibility. Forgetfulness 

scores ranged from 3 to 30 (M = 15.83, SD = 6.84), with higher scores indicating greater 

instances of daily life forgetfulness. Finally, false triggering scores ranged from 1 to 26 (M = 

12.15, SD = 6.56), with higher scores indicating increased interrupted processing of cognitive 

and motor actions. 

Relationships Between Distractor Interference and Childhood ADHD Symptomatology 

 Since distractor interference was observed for lags 1 through 4, mean distractor 

interference for each participant was calculated by taking the average response time interference 

over these four lags. Lag 0 was excluded from this calculation as it represents the baseline 

response prior to the presentation of the distractor. Three correlation analyses were conducted 

between mean distractor interference and childhood ADHD symptomatology (see Table 3). 

Specifically, I investigated whether overall childhood ADHD symptomatology, childhood 

inattention symptoms and childhood hyperactivity symptoms correlated with mean distractor 

interference in my task. First, using Cook’s D, I removed influential observations from each 

correlation analysis. The correlation between distractor interference and scores on the Childhood 

ADHD symptoms scale was not significant, r(44) = .20, p = .192. However, there was a 

significant positive correlation between distractor interference and childhood inattention 

symptoms, r(45) = .31, p = .037. As can be seen in Figure 7, those with greater childhood 

inattention symptoms experienced increased distractor interference in the Continuous 

Classification Task. Finally, the correlation between distractor interference and childhood 

hyperactivity symptoms was not significant, r(44) = .12, p = .430. 
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Furthermore, using a William’s Test for the difference between two dependent 

correlations, I found that the correlation between childhood inattention and distractor 

interference was significantly stronger than the correlation between childhood hyperactivity and 

distractor interference, t = 2.08, p = .044. This supports my hypothesis that performance on the 

Continuous Classification Task primarily reflects inattention in daily life. 

Table 3 

Correlations Between Distractor Interference and Childhood ADHD, Current ADHD, and the 

Cognitive Failures Questionnaire (CFQ) 

 Mean Distractor 

Interference 

p Value Peak Distractor 

Interference 

p Value 

Childhood ADHD Symptoms .20 .192 .24 .103 

      Childhood Inattention Symptoms   .31* .037 .27 .064 

      Childhood Hyperactivity Symptoms .12 .430 .11 .494 

Current ADHD Symptoms     .46** .001   .37* .012 

      Current Inattention Symptoms     .45** .002     .41** .005 

      Current Hyperactivity Symptoms     .41** .005 .27  .086 

CFQ .16 .305 .14 .358 

      Distractibility .23 .128 .21 .167 

      Forgetfulness .09 .563              -.02 .918 

      False Triggering           -.04 .771              -.10 .536 

* Correlation is significant at the .05 level (two-tailed). 

** Correlation is significant at the .01 level (two-tailed). 
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Figure 7 

Relationship Between Mean Distractor Interference and Childhood Inattention Symptoms 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note. Mean distractor interference is positively correlated with the childhood inattention 

symptoms subscale. 

Relationships Between Distractor Interference and Current ADHD Symptomatology 

 Three correlation analyses were conducted between mean distractor interference and 

current ADHD symptomatology (see Table 3). Specifically, I investigated whether overall 

current ADHD symptoms, current inattention symptoms and current hyperactivity symptoms 

correlated with mean distractor interference in my task. Using Cook’s D, I removed influential 

observations from each correlation analysis. There was a significant positive correlation between 

distractor interference and scores on the Current ADHD symptoms scale, r(45) = .46, p = .001. 

As can be seen in Figure 8a, those with greater current ADHD symptoms also experienced 

greater distractor interference in the Continuous Classification Task. Furthermore, there was a 

significant positive correlation between distractor interference and current inattention symptoms, 
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r(45) = .45, p = .002. As can be seen in Figure 8b, those with greater current inattention 

experienced increased distractor interference. Finally, there was a significant positive correlation 

between distractor interference and current hyperactivity symptoms, r(45) = .41, p = .005. As can 

be seen in Figure 8c, those with greater current hyperactivity symptoms experienced increased 

distractor interference in the Continuous Classification Task.  

Furthermore, the correlation between current inattention and distractor interference was 

not significantly different from the correlation between current hyperactivity and distractor 

interference, t = .46, p = .650. This was partly surprising because I anticipated that performance 

on the Continuous Classification Task would primarily reflect inattention and not hyperactivity.  

Finally, I compared childhood ADHD, distractor interference correlations, with adult 

ADHD, distractor interference correlations. As expected, for overall ADHD symptomatology, 

the correlation between current ADHD and distractor interference was significantly stronger than 

the correlation between childhood ADHD and distractor interference, t = 2.05, p = .047. 

However, for the inattention subscale, the correlations were not significantly different, t = 1.00, p 

= .330.  
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Figure 8 

Relationships Between Mean Distractor Interference and Current ADHD Symptomatology  

a                                                                           b 

c 

                                                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note. 8a: Mean distractor interference is positively correlated with current Attention 

Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) symptoms. 8b: Distractor interference is positively 

correlated with the current inattention symptoms subscale. 8c: Distractor interference is 

positively correlated with the current hyperactivity symptoms subscale. 
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Relationships Between Distractor Interference and Daily Life Distractibility as Measured by 

the Cognitive Failures Questionnaire 

 Four correlation analyses were conducted between mean distractor interference and daily 

life distractibility as measured by the CFQ. Specifically, I examined whether scores on the CFQ, 

the distractibility dimension, the forgetfulness dimension and the false triggering dimension 

correlated with mean distractor interference. Again, using Cook’s D, I removed influential 

observations from each correlation analysis. None of the correlations between distractor 

interference and scores on the CFQ, and its three subscales, reached significance (see Table 3).  

 Furthermore, as expected, the correlation between distractibility and distractor 

interference was significantly stronger than the correlation between false triggering and 

distractor interference, t = 2.20, p = .034. However, the correlation between distractibility and 

distractor interference was not significantly different from the correlation between forgetfulness 

and distractor interference, t = 1.37, p = .180.  

Relationships Between Peak Distractor Interference and Childhood ADHD, Current ADHD, 

and Daily Life Distractibility 

The same correlation analyses that were conducted for mean distractor interference were 

also conducted using each participant’s peak distractor interference score (see Table 3). 

Specifically, I obtained each participant’s maximum interference score over the lags in which 

distractor interference reached significance (i.e., lags 1 through 4). Again, using Cook’s D, I 

removed influential observations from the correlation analyses. None of the correlations between 

peak interference and childhood ADHD, and its two subscales, reached significance, although 

the correlation with the inattention subscale was marginal (see Table 3).  
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Furthermore, the correlation between childhood inattention and peak interference was not 

significantly different from the correlation between childhood hyperactivity and distractor 

interference, t = 1.71, p = .095. This was partly surprising because I anticipated that performance 

on the Continuous Classification Task would primarily reflect inattention and not hyperactivity.  

There was a significant positive correlation between peak interference and current ADHD 

symptoms, r(45) = .37, p = .012. As can be seen in Figure 9a, those with greater current ADHD 

symptoms also experienced greater peak interference. There was also a significant positive 

correlation between peak interference and current inattention symptoms, r(46) = .41, p = .005. 

As can be seen in Figure 9b, those with greater current inattention symptoms experienced greater 

peak interference. The correlation between peak interference and current hyperactivity symptoms 

was not significant (although marginal), r(43) = .27, p = .086. Furthermore, contrary to my 

expectations, the correlation between current inattention and peak interference was not 

significantly different from the correlation between current hyperactivity and peak interference, t 

= 1.57, p = .120.  

I then compared childhood ADHD, peak interference correlations, with adult ADHD, 

peak interference correlations. Contrary to my predictions, for overall ADHD symptomatology, 

the correlation between current ADHD and peak interference was not significantly different from 

the correlation between childhood ADHD and peak interference, t = .98, p = .330. Similarly, for 

the inattention subscale, the correlations were not significantly different, t = .97, p = .340.  

Finally, none of the correlations between peak interference and scores on the CFQ, and 

its three subscales reached significance (see Table 3). Consistent with my hypotheses, the 

correlation between distractibility and peak interference was significantly stronger than the 

correlation between false triggering and peak interference, t = 2.56, p = .014, and the correlation 
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between distractibility and peak interference was significantly stronger than the correlation 

between forgetfulness and peak interference, t = 2.32, p = .025. 

Figure 9 

Relationships Between Peak Distractor Interference and Current ADHD symptomatology 

a         b 

Note. 9a: Peak distractor interference is positively correlated with current Attention 

Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) symptoms. 9b: Peak interference is positively correlated 

with the current inattention symptoms subscale.  

Discussion 

The purpose of Experiment 2 was first to replicate the findings of Experiment 1 while 

testing whether that an entirely irrelevant distractor can capture attention for multiple responses 

following its appearance. Furthermore, I aimed to investigate whether distraction in the 

Continuous Classification Task correlates with current measures of self-reported inattention. In 

general, I predicted that individuals who scored higher on measures of daily life inattention 

would experience greater distractor interference in my task. Similar to the findings of 

Experiment 1, entirely irrelevant distractors produced significant response time interference. 
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Importantly, I was able to demonstrate that the distractor could produce response time 

interference for multiple responses (up to a lag of 4) following its presentation.  

Furthermore, mean distractor interference was significantly correlated with current 

measures of ADHD symptomatology. Specifically, current ADHD symptoms, and current 

symptoms within the two subtypes of ADHD (inattentive and hyperactive-impulsive subtypes), 

were positively correlated with mean distractor interference in the Continuous Classification 

Task. Although I did not predict that symptoms of hyperactivity would be correlated with 

increased distraction, it is not surprising as reported hyperactivity symptoms were strongly 

correlated with reported inattention symptoms (r = .80, p < .001). 

Moreover, the childhood inattention symptoms subscale, but not overall childhood 

ADHD or the hyperactivity symptoms subscale, was positively associated with distractor 

interference in my task. Although childhood ADHD and hyperactivity symptoms have been 

shown to be correlated with distractor interference in the irrelevant distractor task (Forster & 

Lavie, 2016), it is not surprising that reports of current ADHD symptomatology correlated more 

strongly with distraction in my task. Finally, it is important to note that Experiment 2 was 

conducted amidst the COVID-19 pandemic which may have exacerbated reports of current 

ADHD symptomatology (Ando, Takeda, & Kumagai, 2021). This may help explain the presence 

of a positive correlation between current ADHD and distractor interference and the absence of a 

relationship between childhood ADHD and distractor interference within this healthy adult 

sample.  

In contrast with my predictions, mean distractor interference was not correlated with 

inattention as measured by the CFQ. In addition, distractor interference did not correlate with the 

three subscale dimensions (i.e., distractibility, forgetfulness, and false triggering) of the CFQ. 
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This is likely because the CFQ was originally devised to measure perception, memory, and 

motor lapses in daily life (Wagle, Berrios, & Ho, 1999) which are distinct from distraction by 

extraneous stimuli. With this, the CFQ is not the best scale to use when looking for associations 

with the type of distraction that I am measuring in the Continuous Classification Task.  

I also investigated whether participants’ peak distractor interference would be correlated 

with measures of daily life inattention. A similar pattern of results was obtained for peak 

distractor interference. In general, current ADHD scores (overall ADHD symptomatology and 

inattention symptoms) were positively correlated with peak distractor interference. Because this 

is the first study to investigate relationships between laboratory distraction and daily life 

inattention in the context of continuous task performance, it is not yet known what constitutes the 

best laboratory measure of distractor interference. Thus, I aimed to investigate these relationships 

using both participants’ mean distractor interference and their overall peak distractor interference 

scores. The findings of Experiment 2 suggest that participants’ mean distractor interference in 

the Continuous Classification Task may be a better predictor of self-reported daily life 

inattention than their peak distractor interference. 

Overall, these findings validate the implementation of the Continuous Classification Task 

to objectively measure the type of sustained and entirely irrelevant distraction that is common in 

daily life. In Experiment 3, I aimed to further explore the utility of my paradigm by investigating 

the role of perceptual load on distraction using the Continuous Classification Task.  

Chapter 4 

Experiment 3 

 In Experiment 3, I investigated the impact of perceptual load on the magnitude and 

duration of distraction. In this experiment, the same Continuous Classification Task was used as 
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in Experiment 2, with one exception. Rather than discriminating between letters and digits, 

participants discriminated between visibly distinct items in the low-load condition and visibly 

similar items in the high-load condition. Thus, the purpose of Experiment 3 was to investigate 

the impact of perceptual load on the magnitude and duration of distractor interference. 

Method 

Participants 

 A unique group of forty individuals were recruited from the Queen’s University 

participant pool and online via various social media platforms to participate in Experiment 3. 

Three participants were excluded from data analyses due to poor task performance (overall 

accuracy < 60%). The mean age of participants was 21.41 (SD = 3.20). Twenty-six females and 

eleven males were included in the final sample. All individuals reported normal or corrected-to-

normal vision. Participants received course credit or fifteen dollars in compensation for their 

participation.  

Materials 

 This experiment was programmed and run using Psychopy3 software. The stimuli 

utilized in Experiment 3 were similar to those employed in Experiment 2. The only difference 

involved the array items making up the circular array. In a low perceptual load condition, 

participants were instructed to discriminate between visibly distinct items (i.e., letters c and o vs. 

letters i and l). In a high perceptual load condition, participants discriminated between visibly 

similar items (i.e., letters d and b vs. letters q and p) (see Figure 2). All other display and 

stimulus characteristics remained identical to those employed in Experiment 2.  
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Procedure 

 Participants were given a set of instructions describing the task to be completed. These 

instructions were provided over Zoom Video Communications as the task was completed 

remotely on participants’ computers. Following instructions, a practice block consisting of three 

low-load trials and three high-load trials was administered. Participants then completed eight 

experimental blocks consisting of 20 trials each. They completed four low-load blocks and four 

high-load blocks, alternating between low and high load conditions. The order of block 

presentation was counterbalanced, such that half of the participants started with a low-load block 

and half began the task with a high-load block. In the low-load blocks, participants were 

instructed to press the ‘X’ key for letters c and o and the ‘N’ key for letters i and l. In the high-

load blocks, they were instructed to press the ‘X’ key for letters d and b and the ‘N’ key for 

letters q and p. Distractor stimuli were presented on thirty percent of the trials within a block and 

were randomly presented after responses to items in array positions three through eight. Array 

positions three to eight were each utilized once during each block, and each distractor appeared 

once during each block. Except for the changes in the target stimuli, the trial progression was the 

same as for Experiment 2 (see Figure 5). 

Results   

Confirmation of Load Manipulation  

Effect of Load on Response Times 

RTs over 2,000 ms were excluded from analyses. Trials with less than 10 correct 

responses were also excluded. This resulted in the removal of 5% of the trials. Descriptive 

statistics are presented in Table 4. To confirm that my perceptual load manipulation was 

successful, a 2x9 repeated measures ANOVA with the factors load (low vs. high) and lag (0-8) 
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was conducted on mean RTs (ms). The interaction between load and lag was not significant, F(4, 

144) = .96, p = .431, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .026. However, there was a significant main effect of load, such that 

RTs in the high load condition (M = 517, SD = 81) were significantly slower than RTs in the low 

load condition (M = 400, SD = 77), F(1,36) = 292.02, p < .001, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .890 (see Figure 10). This 

confirms that the perceptual load manipulation was successful. In addition, there was a 

significant main effect of lag, F(3.70, 133.25) = 54.25, p < .001, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .601, reflecting faster 

mean RTs with later lags, in both perceptual load conditions.  

Table 4  

Mean Response Time and Mean Accuracy in Low- and High-Load Conditions for each Lag in 

Experiment 3 

 Lag 

 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Low-Load RTs (ms) 

 

Accuracy 

(%) 

425 (14) 

97 (.85) 

435 (14) 

96 (.75) 

433 (13) 

96 (.81) 

416 (13) 

96 (.91) 

396 (12) 

95 (.87) 

387 (12) 

95 (.92) 

381 (12) 

95 (.95) 

376 (13) 

94 (1.20) 

351 (11) 

94 (1.27) 

High-Load RTs (ms) 

 

Accuracy  

(%) 

533 (13) 

97 (.78) 

558 (15) 

97 (.77) 

551 (12) 

97 (.72) 

532 (12) 

95 (.81) 

519 (13) 

96 (.84) 

505 (12) 

96 (.77) 

502 (12) 

94 (.76) 

500 (15) 

95 (.79) 

455 (15) 

94 (1.12) 

Note. Mean response times (RTs) and mean accuracy for low-load and high-load conditions for 

each lag (Standard errors are in parentheses). 
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Figure 10 

Mean Response Time as a Function of Load and Lag in Experiment 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note. Mean response times (RTs) are greater in the high-load condition compared to the low-

load condition. Error bars show standard error of the means. 

Effect of Load on Response Accuracies 

 RTs over 2,000 ms were excluded from analyses. Descriptive statistics are presented in 

Table 4. To investigate whether the load manipulation impacted response accuracy, a 2x9 

repeated measures ANOVA with the factors load (low vs. high) and lag (0-8) was conducted on 

mean accuracy. The interaction was not significant, F(3.57, 128.54) = .91, p = .450, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .025. 

Also, the main effect of load was not significant, F(1, 36) = .18, p = .671, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .005. Finally, 

there was a significant main effect of lag, F(3.55, 127.77) = 10.70, p < .001, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .229, 

indicating that accuracy decreased at later lags.  
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Impact of Perceptual Load on Distractor Interference 

Impact of Perceptual Load on Response Time Interference 

RTs over 2,000 ms were excluded from analyses. Trials with less than 10 correct 

responses were also excluded.  Descriptive statistics are presented in Table 5. A 2x9 repeated 

measures ANOVA with the factors load (low vs. high) and lag (0-8) was conducted to 

investigate the impact of perceptual load and lag on distractor interference (ms). Distractor 

interference was calculated by subtracting the RTs of distractor-absent trials from the RTs of 

distractor-present trials. The interaction of load and lag was not significant, F(5.59, 201.29) = 

1.07, p = .379 , 𝜂𝑝
2 = .029. There was a significant main effect of load, F(1, 36) = 7.41, p = .010, 

𝜂𝑝
2 = .171, however, the direction of this effect was the opposite to that predicted by Load 

Theory—that is, distractor interference was greater under high load (M = 23, SD = 62) compared 

to low load (M = 9, SD = 60) conditions (see Figure 11). Moreover, there was a significant main 

effect of lag, F(5.80, 208.95) = 8.87, p < .001, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .198, such that interference was 

significantly greater than zero at lag 1 (M = 54 ms, t(36) = 5.02, p < .001, d = .82); lag 2 (M = 45 

ms, t(36) = 7.58, p < .001, d = 1.25); lag 3 (M = 26 ms, t(36) = 4.47, p < .001, d = .73); and lag 4 

(M = 11 ms, t(36) = 2.02, p = .050, d = .33), but not at any of the remaining lags (all ps > .05). 

These findings replicate the findings of Experiment 2 and further provide evidence that entirely 

irrelevant distractors can capture attention for multiple responses following their presentation. 
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Table 5 

Response Time Interference and Accuracy Interference in Low-Load and High-Load Conditions 

for each Lag in Experiment 3 

 Lag 

 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Low-Load RT 

Interference 

(ms) 

 

Accuracy 

Interference  

(%) 

5 (10) 

 

1 (.87) 

39 (13) 

 

-1 (.55) 

43 (8) 

 

-.3 (.79) 

21 (7) 

 

.2 (.75) 

8 (8) 

 

-.2 (.55) 

-4 (8) 

 

-1 (.96) 

-10 (10) 

 

-1 (1.25) 

-3 (13) 

 

.1 (1.25) 

-19 (12) 

 

3 (2.03) 

High-Load RT 

Interference 

(ms) 

 

Accuracy 

Interference 

(%) 

-3 (7) 

 

.1 (.66) 

68 (14) 

 

-1 (.67) 

48 (8) 

 

-.2 (.72) 

31 (9) 

 

.4 (.90) 

14 (8) 

 

1 (.91) 

29 (11) 

 

.3 (.83) 

8 (12) 

 

.5 (1.37) 

-2 (10) 

 

-1 (1.09) 

8 (13) 

 

-1 (1.37) 

Note. Response time interference and accuracy interference for low-load and high-load 

conditions for each lag (Standard errors are in parentheses). 
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Figure 11 

Response Time Interference as a Function of Load and Lag for Experiment 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note. Interference at lags 1, 2, 3, and 4 was significantly greater than 0 in both low- and high-

load conditions. Interference at later lags did not reach significance. Error bars show standard 

error of the means. 

Impact of Perceptual Load on Accuracy Interference 

RTs over 2,000 ms were excluded from analyses. Descriptive statistics are presented in 

Table 5. A 2x9 repeated measures ANOVA with the factors load (low vs. high) and lag (0-8) was 

conducted to investigate the impact of perceptual load on response accuracy interference. 

Accuracy interference was calculated by subtracting the mean accuracy of distractor-present 

trials from the mean accuracy of distractor-absent trials. The interaction was not significant, 

F(4.25, 153.16) = 1.74, p = .139, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .046. Furthermore, neither the main effect of load, nor 
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the main effect of lag was significant, F(1, 36) = .01, p = .935, 𝜂𝑝
2 < .001, and F(4.86, 175.06) = 

.55, p = .737, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .015, respectively.  

Discussion 

 The purpose of Experiment 3 was to examine the impact of perceptual load on distractor 

interference in the Continuous Classification Task. In line with Load Theory (Lavie & Tsal, 

1994), I predicted that increased perceptual load would decrease distractor interference. In 

general, the results of the current experiment support the findings of Experiments 1 and 2. 

Specifically, entirely irrelevant distractors produced significant response time interference for 

several responses following their presentation. Interestingly, however, distractor interference was 

greater under high perceptual load as opposed to low perceptual load—a finding that is 

inconsistent with Load Theory. 

Perceptual load has previously been shown to moderate distractor processing under a 

range of tasks and conditions (Forster & Lavie, 2008; Lavie, 2005; Lavie & Forster, 2008). For 

instance, high perceptual load has been shown to eliminate distractor interference in the flanker 

paradigm (e.g., Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974; Eriksen & Hoffman, 1973), the response competition 

paradigm (e.g., Cartwright-Finch & Lavie, 2007; Lavie, 1995; Lavie & Cox, 1997; Lavie & Fox, 

2000) and the irrelevant distractor task (Forster & Lavie, 2008). However, the Continuous 

Classification Task used here differs from these tasks in three ways. First, the Continuous 

Classification Task allows for the assessment of distraction during an extended, continuous task. 

Second, distractors here are entirely task irrelevant. Finally, distractors are presented for 

extended durations allowing for a measure of distraction over an extended time period. That is, 

the majority of perceptual load studies have used brief display exposure durations of both the 

target and distractor stimuli ranging from 17 to 200 ms (Roper & Vecera, 2013), whereas the 
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Continuous Classification Task can assess distraction over multiple responses and multiple 

seconds. The Continuous Classification Task can then assess distraction that is more typical of 

the type of distraction that occurs in daily life. One possible conclusion then is that while 

increasing perceptual load reduces distraction for brief presentations of targets and distractors, 

that for longer duration stimuli as used in the current study, the continuous presentation of the 

target items and distractors allows for distraction under both low and high loads. This would 

further suggest that while perceptual load manipulations have interesting theoretical 

implications, the impact of perceptual load might not be generalizable to real-life behaviour. 

However, while this is one plausible conclusion, it should be noted that because the Continuous 

Classification Task differs from previous studies in multiple ways, it is difficult to definitively 

identify why the standard effect of perceptual load was not found in the current study.  

Chapter 5 

General Discussion 

The overarching goal of the present thesis was to provide a novel measure of attentional 

capture that better reflects daily life inattention. To do so, I implemented a new methodology 

based on a paradigm designed by Forster and Lavie (2011). Importantly, I addressed key 

methodological limitations of their task. First, I utilized a circular array rather than a square 

matrix to ensure that distractor presentation occurred at equal distances from each target item. 

Second, distractors were presented for longer durations which is more typical of the type of 

distraction present in daily life, and furthermore allowed for a measure of distraction over longer 

durations.  

 In Experiment 1, using this novel Continuous Classification Task, I replicated previous 

findings of distractor interference using entirely irrelevant distractors in the context of 
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continuous task performance. In Experiment 2, I conducted an online version of the Continuous 

Classification Task and found evidence for longer-lasting distractor interference impacting 

multiple responses following the distractor. Furthermore, I found that those who experienced 

greater distractor interference in this task also reported greater daily life inattention providing 

evidence for the ecological validity of the Continuous Classification Task. Specifically, those 

who reported greater current ADHD symptomatology (i.e., overall ADHD symptoms and more 

specific inattention and hyperactivity symptoms) experienced increased mean distractor 

interference. In addition, those with greater overall ADHD and specific inattention symptoms 

also experienced greater peak distractor interference. Finally, in Experiment 3, I investigated the 

role of perceptual load within the Continuous Classification Task. Surprisingly, there was greater 

interference under high load compared to low conditions—a finding inconsistent with Load 

Theory (Lavie, 1995).  

Implications 

Measuring Daily Life Distraction in the Lab 

 It has been suggested that there may be an ‘Attention-Distractibility trait’, similar to the 

inattentive feature of ADHD, that underlies greater vulnerability to distraction in the general 

population (Forster & Lavie, 2016). The Cognitive Failures Questionnaire (CFQ) is one measure 

that has been used to investigate whether self-reported daily life cognitive failures correlate with 

distraction experienced in laboratory tasks. Accordingly, contradictory findings have been 

obtained regarding the CFQ’s ability to accurately predict an individual’s propensity to 

becoming distracted (e.g., Forster & Lavie, 2007; Kanai, Dong, Bahrami, & Rees, 2011). 

Nevertheless, the CFQ was originally designed to assess the frequency of memory, action, and 

perception failures in daily life (Rast et al., 2009; Wagle et al., 1999). These types of everyday 
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cognitive failures may differ from the type of entirely irrelevant external distraction that attention 

capture paradigms attempt to measure. Consequently, this may account for the inconsistent 

findings observed in previous studies. For these reasons, it may not be surprising that scores on 

the CFQ failed to correlate with distraction in the Continuous Classification Task. 

Given the importance of using laboratory tasks that provide a valid measure of 

distraction, it is surprising how little evidence there is for the external validity of distraction 

tasks. For example, the response competition task has routinely failed to capture the commonly 

experienced ADHD symptom of distraction by extraneous stimuli (Forster et al., 2014). This is 

illustrated by two studies (Chan et al., 2009; Huang-Pollock et al., 2005) examining perceptual 

load effects within variations of the response competition task. They both found that perceptual 

load reduced distractor interference in children with ADHD and healthy controls. However, 

neither study found increased distractor interference in the ADHD group compared to the healthy 

control group, even under low load conditions (i.e., under conditions that are thought to increase 

one’s susceptibility to external distraction).  

In contrast, some evidence for the validity of the irrelevant distractor task has been 

found, as Lavie and Forster (2008) demonstrated that individuals with ADHD experienced 

greater laboratory distraction compared to matched controls. Furthermore, the Childhood ADHD 

symptoms scale self-report form has been used to show that symptoms of ADHD in a healthy 

adult sample positively correlate with the magnitude of distractor interference found in the 

irrelevant distractor task (Forster & Lavie, 2016). To date, the irrelevant distractor task has 

shown the most promise as a predictor of daily life inattention. The Continuous Classification 

Task builds off this measure by using distractors that are truly irrelevant to the primary task, by 

employing a continuous performance task, and by presenting distractors for an extended time. 
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These modifications make the Continuous Classification Task more typical of the type of 

distraction that is common in daily life. As a result, it is not surprising that distraction on the 

Continuous Classification Task strongly correlated with ADHD symptomatology as measured by 

the Current ADHD symptoms scale self-report form.  

The Role of Perceptual Load in Distractor Processing 

Load Theory assumes that attention has limited capacity; when task relevant information 

does not utilize all of one’s available attentional capacity, task irrelevant information will 

automatically capture remaining capacity (Lavie, 1995; Lavie, 2005). Load Theory has received 

substantial support from behavioural studies assessing the effect of perceptual load 

manipulations on distractor processing (e.g., Forster & Lavie, 2007; Lavie & Cox, 1997; Lavie & 

De Fockert, 2003; Lavie & Tsal, 1994; see Murphy, Groeger, & Greene, 2016, for recent 

review). However, other studies have criticized Load Theory and the conclusions drawn from 

perceptual load manipulations (e.g., Chen, 2003; Cosman & Vecera, 2012; Eltiti et al., 2005; 

Johnson, McGrath, & McNeil, 2003; Tsal & Benoni, 2010; Wilson, Muroi, & Macleod, 2011). 

First, to date, there has been no clear operationalization of the term perceptual load. 

Consequently, the definition of perceptual load is prone to circular reasoning (Benoni & Tsal, 

2013; Li, Xin, Li, & Li, 2018). This can make it difficult to draw definitive conclusions 

regarding the role of perceptual load in distractor processing. Second, it is important to consider 

the way in which perceptual load is manipulated. Lavie (2005) suggested that perceptual load 

can be manipulated by increasing the number of items that must be perceived or by making the 

perceptual identification of the target items increasingly demanding. Others have suggested that 

the time available for processing the relevant task information could also influence perceptual 

load (Li et al., 2018). According to this idea of information uptake rate, perceptual load is 
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defined as the quantity of information requiring processing per unit of time (Li et al., 2018; 

Roper, Cosman, & Vecera, 2013; Roper & Vecera, 2013). 

The notion of information uptake rate agrees with the original assumptions made by Load 

Theory but imposes stricter rules for the conditions in which these assumptions may be made. 

For instance, Li and colleagues (2018) found that when processing time is limited, attention will 

mostly be directed to task relevant information, resulting in decreased distractor interference 

under conditions of high perceptual load. Contrarily, when processing time is increased, selective 

attention may begin to allocate attentional resources to task irrelevant information, resulting in 

increased distractor interference even under conditions of high perceptual load. Another study 

manipulated the exposure duration of the stimulus array in a typical perceptual load paradigm 

and demonstrated that both perceptual load and the available time to process task relevant 

information play a role in the processing of external distractors (Roper & Vecera, 2013). 

Specifically, typical perceptual load effects disappeared when strict encoding demands were not 

imposed. Thus, it is both the quantity of task relevant information and the available processing 

time that determine perceptual load effects. 

In Experiment 3, and in contrast to predictions from Load Theory, I found that increasing 

the perceptual load of my task resulted in a slight increase in distractor interference. I 

manipulated perceptual load by varying the visual similarity of target items, thus making it more 

difficult to perceptually distinguish targets in the high-load condition. So while this finding is 

surprising through the lens of the original Load Theory, it might not be surprising when we 

consider the joint impact of processing time and perceptual load on distractor processing as 

suggested by Li and colleagues (2018). Although participants were instructed to classify the 

target items as quickly and accurately as possible, the Continuous Classification Task was self-
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paced, meaning that processing time was virtually unlimited. Consequently, while RTs in the 

high-load condition were significantly slower than RTs in the low-load condition, the continuous 

nature of the task means that there were probably sufficient resources to process not just the 

targets, but also the distractor under both low- and high-load conditions.  

While the perceptual load effect observed in many studies is theoretically interesting, the 

lack of a perceptual load effect in the present study suggests that increased load may not actually 

reduce distraction in continuous tasks with longer duration distractors that are typical of daily 

life. In other words, the use of a continuous task with entirely irrelevant distractors may provide 

a boundary condition for Load Theory such that increasing perceptual load does not reduce 

distraction that is typical of daily life situations. The present study then highlights the value of 

examining the role of load in the context of more ecologically valid tasks, where task 

performance is continuous.  

Limitations 

 One limitation of the current study is the relatively small sample size utilized in 

Experiment 2. Previous studies investigating the relationship between distractor interference and 

self-reported daily life distraction have used sample sizes ranging from 80 to 100 participants 

(e.g., Forster & Lavie, 2016). In order to ensure that the positive correlations obtained between 

distractor interference in my task and self-reported ADHD symptoms are reliable, future work 

should collect a larger sample size. 

 A second limitation is that it is difficult to confirm that my load manipulation was in fact 

a perceptual manipulation. As typical perceptual load manipulations have not been conducted in 

the context of continuous task performance, it is difficult to directly compare my findings to 

previous perceptual load studies. Although the perceptual demands were greater, and task 
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performance was slowed, in the high-load trials, it is possible that the cognitive load was also 

higher in that response mappings in high-load trials were more difficult to maintain in working 

memory (i.e., press ‘X’ for d and b and ‘N’ for q and p). Studies have shown that increasing the 

cognitive load of a task increases distractor interference, an effect on distractor processing that is 

opposite to increasing the perceptual load of the task (Lavie, 2010; Lavie & De Fockert, 2003). 

Consequently, the failure to find a perceptual load effect in Experiment 3 could be because the 

perceptual load manipulation also impacted cognitive load. To rule out the effects of cognitive 

load in distractor processing in my task, it would be necessary to employ a more traditional load 

manipulation in the context of continuous task performance. 

Future Directions 

 The goal of this thesis was to develop a novel measure of attentional capture that better 

reflects daily life inattention. This goal aligns with the premise of a recent review of Load 

Theory by Murphy and colleagues (2016) in which they called for the application of Load 

Theory to real-world tasks. Thus, I aimed to investigate the role of perceptual load within a more 

ecologically valid task, and in doing so showed that the standard load effect was not evident, and 

in fact opposite to the predictions made by Load Theory. This led to the conclusion that Load 

Theory may not generalize to continuous tasks with distractors of longer duration that is typical 

of daily life tasks. However, given the novelty and significance of this finding, future research to 

confirm and extend these findings is necessary. To do so, more traditional load manipulations 

should be done in the context of the Continuous Classification Task. For instance, rather than 

discriminating between visibly distinct and visibly similar items as was done in Experiment 3, a 

small visual search display, similar to that used by Lavie and Cox (1997), could be presented at 

each of the 12 array positions. Perceptual load can then be manipulated within each of the 12 
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visual search displays to determine whether this conventional perceptual load manipulation 

produces the standard perceptual load effect or whether the present results are replicated with 

distraction increasing with increasing load.  

Moreover, manipulating the time constraint of the primary task would help to determine 

whether the reversed load effect of Experiment 3 was due to contamination of the perceptual 

load manipulation with a cognitive load change, or due to a failure to impose time restrictions. 

To do so, time constraints on performance in the primary task could be manipulated. In a no-

constraint condition, participants would have unlimited time to respond to each of the 12 array 

items as was done in Experiment 3. In a time-constraint condition, participants would have a 

limited amount of time to respond to each of the items making up the continuous array. As a 

consequence, encoding demands would increase under the time-constraint condition. If 

information uptake rate drives perceptual load (Li et al., 2018), such that time does play a role in 

perceptual load effects on distractor processing, then we should see decreased distractor 

interference under high load in the time-constraint condition, and increased distractor 

interference under high load in the no-constraint condition. 

To further understand the role of load in the context of ecologically valid tasks, it is 

important to also investigate the role of cognitive load. The extent to which distractors can be 

prevented from influencing behaviour depends on the level of load on cognitive control 

processes, such as working memory (Lavie, 2010). Specifically, high working memory load has 

been shown to result in greater distractor interference (Konstantinou, Beal, King, & Lavie, 2014; 

Lavie, 2010). Working memory load could be manipulated in the Continuous Classification Task 

by having participants hold information in working memory while simultaneously engaging in 

the primary task. Specifically, in a low-load condition, participants would hold a small set of 
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information in working memory while performing the continuous task, whereas in a high-load 

condition, they would hold a larger set of information. This would allow us to investigate the 

impact of cognitive load on distractor processing in a task that better reflects daily life 

distraction. If the role of cognitive load functions similarly in real-world tasks compared to 

traditional behavioural tasks, then we should see increased distractor interference under 

conditions of high working memory load. 

Conclusions 

 The current series of experiments are important in several ways. First, I remedied 

important methodological limitations to existing attentional capture paradigms by using 

distractors that are entirely task irrelevant and by using a continuous primary task. Second, by 

using this continuous classification method, I was able to show that distractor interference 

affected multiple responses subsequent to distractor presentation. Third, I showed that distraction 

on the continuous task was correlated with measures of ADHD symptomatology in a healthy 

adult sample providing evidence for the ecological validity of this paradigm. Finally, I found 

evidence that the use of a continuous task might provide a boundary condition for Load Theory 

by suggesting that Load Theory might not be applicable to continuous tasks with longer-term 

distraction typical of daily life. 
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Appendix A 

List of Distractor Images 

 

1. Spiderman  4. Mickey Mouse 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Superman                                           5. Donald Duck 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

3. Spongebob 6. Pikachu 
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Appendix B 

Childhood ADHD symptoms scale self-report form 

 

Please select the number for each item that best describes your behaviour WHEN YOU WERE 

A CHILD AGE 5 TO 12 YEARS. 

 

 Never/ 

Rarely 

Sometimes Often Very 

often 

1. Failed to give close attention to details or 

made careless mistakes in my work 

0 

 

1 2 3 

2. Fidgeted with hands or feet or squirm in 

seat 

0 1 2 3 

3. Difficulty sustaining my attention in tasks 

or fun activities 

0 1 2 3 

4. Left my seat in classroom or in other 

situations in which seating was expected 

0 1 2 3 

5. Didn’t listen when spoken to directly 0 1 2 3 

6. Felt restless 0 1 2 3 

7. Didn’t follow through on instructions and 

failed to finish work 

0 1 2 3 

8. Had difficulty engaging in leisure activities 

or doing fun things quietly 

0 1 2 3 

9. Had difficulty organizing tasks and 

activities 

0 1 2 3 

10. Felt “on the go” or “driven by a motor” 0 1 2 3 

11. Avoided, disliked, or was reluctant to 

engage in work that requires sustained 

mental effort 

0 1 2 3 

12. Talked excessively 0 1 2 3 

13. Lost things necessary for tasks or activities 0 1 2 3 
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14. Blurted out answers before questions had 

been completed 

0 1 2 3 

15. Easily distracted 0 1 2 3 

16. Had difficulty awaiting turn 0 1 2 3 

17. Forgetful in daily activities 0 1 2 3 

18. Interrupted or intruded on others 0 1 2 3 

 

 

Items relating to the inattentive and hyperactive-impulsive subtypes of ADHD 

1. Inattentive: Items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 

2. Hyperactive-impulsive: Items 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18 
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Appendix C 

Current ADHD symptoms scale self-report form 

 

Please select the number for each item that best describes your behaviour DURING THE PAST 

6 MONTHS. 

 

 Never/ 

Rarely 

Sometimes Often Very 

often 

1. Failed to give close attention to details or 

made careless mistakes in my work 

0 

 

1 2 3 

2. Fidgeted with hands or feet or squirm in 

seat 

0 1 2 3 

3. Difficulty sustaining my attention in tasks 

or fun activities 

0 1 2 3 

4. Left my seat in classroom or in other 

situations in which seating was expected 

0 1 2 3 

5. Didn’t listen when spoken to directly 0 1 2 3 

6. Felt restless 0 1 2 3 

7. Didn’t follow through on instructions and 

failed to finish work 

0 1 2 3 

8. Had difficulty engaging in leisure activities 

or doing fun things quietly 

0 1 2 3 

9. Had difficulty organizing tasks and 

activities 

0 1 2 3 

10. Felt “on the go” or “driven by a motor” 0 1 2 3 

11. Avoided, disliked, or was reluctant to 

engage in work that requires sustained 

mental effort 

0 1 2 3 

12. Talked excessively 0 1 2 3 

13. Lost things necessary for tasks or activities 0 1 2 3 
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14. Blurted out answers before questions had 

been completed 

0 1 2 3 

15. Easily distracted 0 1 2 3 

16. Had difficulty awaiting turn 0 1 2 3 

17. Forgetful in daily activities 0 1 2 3 

18. Interrupted or intruded on others 0 1 2 3 

 

 

Items relating to the inattentive and hyperactive-impulsive subtypes of ADHD 

1. Inattentive: Items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 

2. Hyperactive-impulsive: Items 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18 
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Appendix D 

Cognitive Failures Questionnaire 

 

The following questions are about minor mistakes which everyone makes from time to time, but 

some of which happen more often than others. We want to know how often these things have 

happened to you in the past 6 months. Please select the appropriate number. 

 
 Very 

often 

Quite 

often 

Occasionally Very 

rarely 

Never 

1. Do you read something and 

find you haven’t been thinking 

about it and must read it 

again? 

4 3 2 1 0 

2. Do you find you forget why 

you went from one part of the 

house to the other? 

4 3 2 1 0 

3. Do you fail to notice signposts 

on the road? 

4 3 2 1 0 

4. Do you find you confuse right 

and left when giving 

directions? 

4 3 2 1 0 

5. Do you bump into people? 4 3 2 1 0 

6. Do you find you forget 

whether you’ve turned off a 

light or a fire or locked the 

door? 

4 3 2 1 0 

7. Do you fail to listen to 

people’s names when you are 

meeting them? 

4 3 2 1 0 

8. Do you say something and 

realize afterwards that it might 

be taken as insulting? 

4 

 

3 2 1 0 
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9. Do you fail to hear people 

speaking to you when you are 

doing something else? 

4 

 

3 2 1 0 

10. Do you lose your temper and 

regret it? 

4 3 2 1 0 

11. Do you leave important letters 

unanswered for days? 

4 3 2 1 0 

12. Do you find you forget which 

way to turn on a road you 

know well but rarely use? 

4 

 

3 2 1 0 

13. Do you fail to see what you 

want in a supermarket 

(although it’s there)? 

4 3 2 1 0 

14. Do you find yourself suddenly 

wondering whether you’ve 

used a word correctly? 

4 3 2 1 0 

15. Do you have trouble making 

up your mind? 

4 3 2 1 0 

16. Do you find you forget 

appointments? 

4 3 2 1 0 

17. Do you forget where you put 

something like a newspaper or 

a book? 

4 3 2 1 0 

18. Do you find you accidentally 

throw away the thing you 

want and keep what you 

meant to throw away – as in 

the example of throwing away 

the matchbox and putting the 

used match in your pocket? 

4 3 2 1 0 
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19. Do you daydream when you 

ought to be listening to 

something? 

4 

 

3 2 1 0 

20. Do you find you forget 

people’s names? 

4 

 

3 2 1 0 

21. Do you start doing one thing 

at home and get distracted into 

doing something else 

(unintentionally)? 

4 

 

3 2 1 0 

22. Do you find you can’t quite 

remember something although 

it’s “on the tip of your 

tongue”? 

4 

 

3 2 1 0 

23. Do you find you forget what 

you came to the shops to buy? 

4 

 

3 2 1 0 

24. Do you drop things? 4 3 2 1 0 

25. Do you find you can’t think of 

anything to say? 

4 

 

3 2 1 0 

 

Items relating to the three dimensions of the CFQ: 

1. Distractibility: Items 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 19, 21, and 25 

2. Forgetfulness: Items 1, 2, 5, 7, 17, 20, 22, and 23 

3. False triggering: Items 2, 3, 5, 6, 12, 18, 23, and 24 
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Appendix E 

Ethics Clearance Letter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


